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Abstract. Interactive patterns embedded and stored in multiple related data-
bases can provide valuable insights into the domain of data exploration. Yet, the
owners of individual databases may want to protect the privacy of their data while
still allowing enough collaboration for the patterns to be discovered. In this
paper, we show how data can be accessed securely through the use of data mining
algorithms. We also investigate some methods that discover unique data patterns
interactively, while still preserving data and user privacy, as much as possible.
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1 Introduction

Data mining algorithms can be designed to allow us to explore information within
multiple independent databases in a secure and proper manner. In the emerging situ-
ations of multiple interrelated datasets, many data analysis problems require that these
multiple databases be analyzed simultaneously but without any loss of data privacy.
There are some algorithms that work with distributed databases to mine patterns
embedded in their collective data sets. However, there is a need for algorithms that
while mining also preserve data privacy and security. Thus, it is important to devise
algorithms for distributed data mining and to create algorithms for mining single
databases, while preserving privacy in an interactive manner.

Due to security and privacy concerns, owners of the data impose restrictions on their
access; this added layer of protection hinders the collective exploration of datasets
because sharing of data becomes limited. Thus, it becomes difficult to discover the
valuable patterns of interest in the collective data. The solution to this resides in the design
of smart, security-conscious and interactive data mining algorithms. This paper describes
intuitive visualization capabilities and interactive strategies to create algorithms to con-
nect patterns across different databases and find out the associations among various types
of events and attributes, and utilizing intelligent agents to display the results of mining.

2 Summary of Relevant Research

Through understanding the existing work on the topic of data mining and visualization,
we were able to design an efficient and secure algorithm.
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In the paper on “Pattern Discovery in Distributed Databases” [1] we gain a better
understanding of learning and pattern discovery algorithms that have been designed for
environments in which all relevant data is not available at one network site. The paper
goes into detail on this problem of distributed data mining and shows how to develop a
decision tree to find meaningful patterns. Our approach takes this idea a step further by
introducing the aspects of security and visualization in the decision tree induction
process.

Another paper that examines the nature of privacy, the nature of data distribution,
and the constraints of collaboration and cooperative computing presents some of the
possible mechanisms for collaboration among data sets that we have adapted for our
work [3]. This paper introduces tools to preserve privacy while dealing with distributed
databases through using secure sum and secure set union techniques. In our research,
we use these methods for the larger task of decision tree induction via interactive
learning to ensure security and privacy for our datasets [3].

Another topic discussed in the literature is of using data perturbation for privacy
preserving data mining. In this approach, permutations of data values are used to secure
components of data. The researchers of this type of techniques use random data gen-
eration to encrypt and secure their data [9]. We do not adopt this perturbation technique
because we want to retain the original data values in datasets, so that shared attribute
tests for the decision trees can be discovered.

3 Example Scenarios

According to the National Institute of Health, 60 % of those patients who are seen by
multiple physicians are more likely to have chronic visitations to hospitals, compared
to those patients who consistently see the same physician [6]. Such associations are
embedded in normally collected databases, but for their discovery they need collabo-
ration among the data owned by hospitals, insurance companies, and physician’s
offices. Each of these data owners is bound by law to non-disclosure agreements, to
keep their information about their patients private. Yet, since the patterns are defined
over the populations without identifying individual patients, it is possible to develop
data mining algorithms, in which we can have these databases exchange higher level
summaries of patients and discover the population level patterns. Knowledge of such
patterns in medical care datasets can significantly improve care mechanisms and also,
reduce overall patient costs in the healthcare system [6].

In the context of healthcare domain, visualization of such patterns using graphically
interactive platforms is very helpful. Using GUI frameworks to develop deeper ana-
lytical meanings of the medical care datasets can significantly improve care mecha-
nisms and also, reduce overall patient costs in the healthcare system. Other real-world
examples where this approach is valuable include, collections of sensor camera datasets
for traffic assessment, collections of crime related datasets for improved policing and
crime prevention and collections of banking and finance datasets for discovery of
money laundering.
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4 The Algorithm

In order to create a way to use secure communication with data summaries to perform
an analysis of distributed data, we leveraged the original Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3)
algorithm [10] to develop our distributed ID3 algorithm, used for distributed datasets in
multiple locations. Figure 1 compares the original ID3 algorithm, versus our developed
“Distributed ID3” algorithm.

The distributed ID3 algorithm, developed by us, is a recursive algorithm that
constructs a decision tree from multiple sources of information. The algorithm ensures
that the information is encrypted through randomly generated numbers.

Distributed ID3 follows a series of steps, in order to compute the reduction in
entropy for each candidate attribute:

1. The algorithm collects the frequency of each class at each component database and
uses simple algebraic computations to determine the global frequency for the
implicit join formed by the component databases.

2. We initiate from one of the databases all possible combinations of attribute values
and class label combinations and send queries to the next database in a round-robin
fashion to seek the local frequencies for the combinations. Each combination of
attribute-value pairs and class labels sent to local databases is also referred to as a
“search criterion” received by a database component.

3. These frequencies can be accumulated as the messages containing frequencies
travel from one database to the other.

Fig. 1. Chart illustrates key differences between original and cited ID3 algorithm versus the
developed ID3 algorithm for distributed data sets and spaces (Source: Monson Paper [10] – for
original ID3 algorithm).
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4. At the end of the cycle the computation can compute all frequencies, and the
entropies, and thus the information gain of all the attributes. A choice for the best
attribute for the decision tree can thus be made.

5. The process repeats until the decision tree construction needs to be continued.

Figure 2 demonstrates this flow of decisions made using the Distributed ID3
Algorithm.

The main computation that needs to be performed for each node of the decision
trees is of the computation of the average entropy for each attribute in case it is to be
used as the decision variable in the decision tree. The value of this average entropy is
computed by Eq. 1:
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Thus, decisions are made based on the attribute with the highest amount of
loss-of-entropy, that is, the most amount of information gain [5].

5 Data Compression

Traditionally, decision tree algorithms need all of the information present to construct a
decision tree. However, in a distributed problem, this is not possible because of the
large amounts of data present at various sites. To overcome this issue, the developed
Distributed ID3 algorithm uses search criteria for collecting local frequencies as

Fig. 2. Diagram explains decision making scheme for Distributed ID3 Algorithm (Source:
developed using “Microsoft Publisher” toolkit [7]).
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described above. The search criteria are received by each dataset to determine how
many records match the search criteria. The search criteria are a list of values. To utilize
real numbers, we split the decision on the average of the attribute from the parent result.
An example search criterion would be “[[‘<’, 15.20], [−1, None], [‘>’, 13.00], [−1,
None]]”. A dataset would receive this search criterion and check for all records where
“column A” is less than 15.20 and where column greater than or equal to 13.00. The
dataset would count the number of decisions that meet the search criteria and pass it to
the next search query.

The size of the search criteria is computed through Eq. 2:

n ð4 bytesþ 8 bytesÞ ð2Þ

In Eq. 2, n represents the number of attributes in the dataset. The search criteria
consist of either a char or int which is 4 bytes. The value is at most 8 bytes. This is
scaled to the number of attributes.

The number of communication is described as m + 1. Where m is the number of
devices in the infrastructure, the amount of time we query each database is at most 2n,
where n is the number of attributes in the dataset. This combines to a maximum of
amount of data needed to construct a decision tree using Eq. 3, as shown below:

2 � mþ 1ð Þ � nð12 bytesÞ ð3Þ

Thus, we can record the number of records that matched against the data with 8
bytes of information. The maximum number an 8-byte double is 1.7 * 10308. We will
not exceed this number because 1 yottabyte is equivalent to 1 * 1024 bytes. It can be
inferred that since, computers do not need to store data on the order of yottabytes, we
can use 8 byte doubles to record the value needed to compress the data.

6 Security Implementation

The premise of the project is to ensure that the datasets are securely mined. In order to
ensure this, we have developed the following security measure for our algorithm:

1. We cycle the search criteria for summaries among data sets in a round robin fashion.
When the results leave the first database node, a random set of values is added to it.
So, the real frequencies of attribute-value pairs in a dataset cannot be inferred by
someone even if they capture the message.

2. Every database node in the round robin path adds its frequencies for the search
criteria to the frequencies received from the previous node.

3. When the frequencies from all the nodes reach the original node, the random vector
of values is subtracted to obtain the actual sums of frequencies.

Figure 3 describes the security aspect of the ID3 Distributed Algorithm in a real
world application.

For instance, if we utilize the example of a medical researcher investigating how
many patients have a certain symptom for a particular disease from different hospitals,
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we would need to ensure that the data is mined securely and does not violate any
patient privacy laws. Thus, the researcher (client server) would send a random value to
the first hospital’s database. The first hospital would then add the number of patients
with a certain symptom to the original random value. It would then send its number to
the next hospital and so on, until all the values of each hospital dataset has been added
to the original random value. The total number of patients with that disease would then
be subtracted from the original random value. This will give the researcher the total
number of patients with a particular symptom for the disease across all hospitals.
Therefore, we have protected patient privacy in this situation, yet, also collected the
information needed to relate to interesting demographic patterns.

7 Visualization and Pattern Interaction

To visualize the results of the project, decision trees were created and analyzed to
match the projected results. Decision trees allow the users to interactively visualize
results of a given pattern [12]. A decision tree consists of a root node, with n number of
child nodes and m depth that results in a decision [8]. Our approach was to create
decision tree at every step of the process allowing the user to better visualize the pattern
interaction at every iterative step of the process. This allows for each decision to be
clearly visualized in the decision tree model.

When using a relatively small dataset that consists of about 20 records and three
different attributes, it was possible to check the information gain and loss of an
expected result (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Visually depicts securely mining information using a healthcare example (Source:
example sketch developed for proof-of-concept scenario using “Microsoft Publisher” toolkit [7]).
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The notion of decision tree modeling has allowed us to expand the modeling of
decision tree learning using heterogeneous datasets that are not stored in the same
location [11]. This has allowed us to develop interactive models that allow the user to
understand decisions being made in scenarios, in a visual manner.

An example of this type of interaction is the use of demographical case studies. In
Fig. 3, we use a healthcare application for explaining the security interaction between
datasets. Similarly, we can scale the results of the security model to a develop a
decision tree diagram to find out which attributes are the most effective in any given
real-life situation for a hospital dataset.

Additionally, the use of graphical user interfaces (GUI) help us to create visual
platforms explaining the results of the decision tree models. Thus, allowing researchers
to develop interactions and determine patterns in any given case study.

8 Results and Future Work

Essentially, we aimed to design an approach that mined patterns from distributed
databases in a secure and privacy preserving manner. This resulted in an ability to
connect patterns across different databases and find out the associations among various
types of agents or databases.

As discussed in Sect. 4, the idea of visualizing decisions through information gain
of an attribute is a critical to users because it gives us a more accurate approach to
understanding which decisions and patterns are more meaningful. Through using
Orange data mining toolkit, we found that visualizing each decision at each interme-
diate step is very beneficial to users because it allows us to clearly visualize how much
information is being gained with each decision (as shown in Fig. 5).

The results of this research not only helped us to identify and visualize demographic
patterns in multiple types of data, but it also allowed us to reduce the incidence of some
undesirable events by recognizing their implications based on their associated events.

Fig. 4. Decision trees serve as visualization objects for validation of decision making patterns
(Source: created using “Orange Data Mining Software Toolkit” [4]).
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Further research in the realm of distributed data mining to find interactive patterns
can be done using multi-agent bidding approaches [2], while, incorporating additional
GUI features to enhance pattern recognition.

9 Conclusion

The broader aim of this research was to find patterns in distributed databases, such that
the privacy and security of the participating data is preserved and clearly visualized.
The future goals of this type of research are to continue testing the application of the
data mining algorithms discovered on real-world datasets to gain collective knowledge
and discover patterns in a variety of domains. Ultimately, this research allows us to
securely mine datasets in fields such as, medicine, genetics, finance and law while, also
maintaining ethical and social concerns of sharing data across multiple owners in an
interactive and security-conscious manner.
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Fig. 5. This decision tree model visualizes the information gain of the plant-petal dataset at each
intermediate step. The results of this decision tree model can be applied to research in the area of
genetic plant mutations. (Source: screenshots section of “Orange Data Mining Software Toolkit”
[4]) (Color figure online).
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